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Historically, man evolved 
creating societies and 
ways of inhabiting 
increasingly complex. 
These changes were 
always a constant varia-
ble. With the emergence 
of new technologies, 
they increased their 
pace, resulting in a com-
pletely different society 
in a very short time.  
Cities also change, but 
not as fast as the man.

HOW DOES CITY 
RESPOND TO THESE 
C H A N G E S ?
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Examples of urbanizations that are interested in the production
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  22@Barcelona 
project transforms 
two hundred hecta-
res of industrial land 
of Poblenou into an 
innovative district 
offering modern 
spaces for the strate-
gic concentration of 
intensive knowled-
ge-based activities. A 
project of urban refur-
bishment and a new 
model of city provi-
ding a response to 
the challenges 
posed by the 
knowledge-based 
s o c i e t y .  
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It is not yet finished, this 
is the most consolidated 
area of the master plan 
where you can see the 
resolutions built.

AREA B

rethink city 

mixed uses tradicional industry  @
 4.0
 creative/cultural
 IOT (internet o things)
 offices
urban labs

.housing
 regular rent
.housing+ industry
.service building
.commerce
.public space

A  overlapping of activities

B  public spaces + @

C  green area + @

D  small scale commerce

pedestral street 
C. Moura

agriculture fabric
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vegetation
urban 
gardens

innovation 
space

recover
hearth blocks 

become ex-fabric-
building spaces 
into @ support 
spaces.
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A  sustainable plots

D  resources and materials

E design and innovation processB  water efficiency

compass Rose

gray water collection

rainwater collection and storage

pergolas solar panels

equinoxes

thermal 
comfort

green 
energy

CO2

environmental lab

deshumidifiers towers

pneumatic rubbish collection

prefabricated constructio systems.

co2

eco - friendly

C  energy and atmosphere

green wall green roof
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vegetation+

heat island 
effect

energy 
conpsumption

conexión a districlima

utlizar el sistema semi-pasivo 
del districlima para mejorar el 
conicionamieto térmicos de 
los edificios y del espacio 

público

identity

palimpsest 
city

A highlight and refunctio-
nalize existencial 
buildings.

B    “urban fabric as 
patrimony”

D    “ Barcelona model 4.0”

C complete urban 
fabric

seccion ajustment

Barcelona model 4.0

tejido agrícola
tejido industrial

trama cerda

human scale

social housing
service building @
industrial @
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design criteria
inclusion city  rights
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public space housing
industry @
service building

general overview
Stop thinking about 
individual solutions and 
understand the area as a 
whole.
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MOURA AXIS
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Carrer Cristóbal de 
Moura as a large public 
space @. With a defined 
identity, the PS can 
solve social/urban pro-
blems.
None of this has value 
without people who 
inhabit it, For which it is 
necessary to densify the 
continuous urban fabric

The public space as 
a cohesive element, 
where social friction 
and citizen equity 
occur. Cristobal de 
Moura is transfor-
med into a connec-
ting thread of two 
zones with 
socio-economic and 
political differences.

To destine the 40m 
thought to be a route 
of fast circulation in 
the PGM of 1976 to a 
public space.
Green corridor that 
connects two parks, 
one urban and 
another natural, 
favoring biodiversity 
and increasing the 
percentage of green 
area in Barcelona.

Public and private 
spaces intertwined 
for the implementa-
tion of innovative 
ideas. Betting on the 
sustainability of the 
city, with the develo-
pment of new 
technologies and the 
renewal of the fabric.

The axis @ increase 
the public space in 
the city, taking into 
account the old 
urban fabric and 
enhancing the 
future one. Public 
space with identity, 
responding to the 
particular characte-
ristics of each area.

urban furniture@

joint with the 
río Besós

volumetric public 
space

ex industrial buildings 
in good condition as 
support for innovative 

activities

increase the tree 
mass 

native species to 
create different 

atmospheres

park without 
limits

microclimates
improve energy 
efficiency and thermal 
comfort by decrea-
sing the percentage 

of relative humidity
urban lab

new wayss of agricul-
ture production

POSSIBILITIES

STOCKS
POTENCIALS

eje articulador con viariaciones de ancho 
según resistencias edilicias,vacios 
existentes y propuestos.

C. de Moura configuration according to 
PGM 1976

Possible carrer C. de Moura configura-
tios to PUBLIC SPACE @

continuous axis 40m wide, eliminating 
residential buildings, industrial buildings and 
other neighborhood resistances.

40m

40m

existing offices
existing service buildings
new service buildings
industria
patrimony
existing residences
commerce
axis

land uses

ingresos

open support
roof support
support@ 1
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water (districlima conection)
urban fabric with cultural value
solar panels

residences
commerce + industria
parking
service buildings
cultural buildings
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obal de Moura

pasaje de Coll

pasaje del Ta
ulat

c.Puigcerdà

c.del Maresme

c.Josep Pla

c.de l`’Agricultura

c.Selva de Mar

c.Provençals

c.Fluvià

c.Bac de Roda

c.d’Esponceda

fusion between the public and private 
space, incorporating the axis @ to the 
urban fabric to improve the area.

Possible C. de Moura to PUBLIC  
SPLACE @

40m

economic
social

green area

mobility
infrastructure

urban area

urban structure

urban fabric

agricultural |1500

industrial |1890

industrial@ |2000

AREA A

public space
+ 
surrounding
urban fabric

≠ depth according to use

cross ventilation

            
 cross ventilation

wider PUBLIC SPACE
social condenser + innovative activities

discticlima conection
exsisting residence | new urban fabric | P.S@ | 
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solar panels pergola

urban gardens

chimneys to forced 
convection air

integratios industry@ 
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dehumidifiers towers
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regulated rent by the state
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old / new building act @ | ind 4.0 |social 
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